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Towards a better governance for a stronger civil society  
  
Nowadays in the Middle-East, more than the State sovereignty, one must raise the question of 
the failure of the institutions. Most of the governments in the region don’t have either a demo-
cractic legitimacy nor representative institutions.  
 
Yet, it seems that all social justice comes from a good governance and economic opportunities 
offered to all, thus, making the ethnic and religious diversity a strength and not a factor of insta-
bility.  
 

This is the current reality of my country, Lebanon, where not less than 18 communities and after 15 years of civil war, 
have succeeded in thwarting all the pronostic on its disappearance.  
 
Lebanon remains relatively stable in a region facing huge disruption and despite the presence of more than one mil-
lion refugee running away from the Syrian conflict.  
 
Fair Trade Lebanon works to strenghten civil society in fostering education and a modern and fair governance system.  
  
At Fair Trade Lebanon, we work to meet the needs of the whole national community; without any distinction, promo-
ting the implementation of norms, following an inclusive logic respecting the rule of law, best ways to consider the ge-
neral interest, more specifically from the more vulnerable groups.  
 
Responsability, transparence, respect for the rule of law, equity and inclusive process are the values of Fair Trade Leba-
non and necessary principles for the implementation of a good governance and efficient system. Our NGO works re-
lentlessly to spread these norms and values in order to contribute to the stability of the country and to prepare the civil 
society to rise to upcoming challenges, the socio-economic ones as well as the environmental ones.  
 
Fair Trade Lebanon yearns to play its part for a modern and fair Lebanon, able to move in a globalized context in or-
der to secure its prosperity and its citizens’.   
This is our mission, 

 
Samir Abdelmalak 

President of Fair Trade Lebanon 

 

Message from the President 
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International development for the brand « Terroirs 
du Liban » 

Thanks to the events organized throughout the year 
and the new commercial partnerships developed by 
Fair Trade Lebanon, the sales have increased in 
2015. The different international exhibitions such as 
the general assembly of « Fair Trade & Friends » in 
Dortmund, Germany and the International Fair 
Trade Show in Milan have enabled Fair Trade Leba-
non to expand its network, namely for export. This 
was the case in Germany where FTTL has finalized 
an agreement with « Gepa », a fair trade importer, 
which already placed an order for Lebanese wine.  
Likewise, « El Puente » another German importer 
has extended its partnership with Fair Trade and has 
placed an order for organic olive oil and zaatar.   

The year at a glance 

International Fair Trade Day at Marina Dbayeh   
As it has become a tradition, FTL has organized the 
4th Fair Trade lunch to celebrate the Fair Trade 
Fortnight. Fairtrade International and WFTO (the 
World Fair Trade Organization) were present. The 
lunch was prepared by the cooperatives of produ-
cers. The event has gathered more than 1000 per-
sons for the meal and more than 2000 persons for 
the whole event.  

New project in 2015  

A new project entitled «Support the formulation of 
Women Agro-business Cooperatives, Provide Ca-
pacity Building, certification and marketing ser-
vices » has been launched in July 2015 in collabora-
tion with UN Women. This project, implemented 
in Akkar aims at empowering Lebanese and Syrian 
women and train them in food processing in order 
to foster their integration in the labor market, thus 
opening job opportunities at the local level.  
  

A steady rise for Fair Trade producers  
 
In 2015, Fair Trade Lebanon worked regularly with 
23 producers groups. More than 800 individuals all 
over Lebanon benefit from these partnerships and 
have improved their socio economic situation 
thanks to this collaboration.  
 

Traditional dabke dance at Marina Dbayeh on the 7th of June 
2015 

US Ambassador in Lebanon, Mr. David Hale, H.E Michel Pharaon, 
Minister of Tourism and Mr. Samir Abdelmalak Chairman of Fair 
Trade Lebanon, on the 7th of June, 2015,  during the press conference 
at the international Fair Trade Day.  
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Fair Trade and Organic certifications  

In 2015, FTL has increased its collaboration with 
its different trading partners in order to develop 
the Organic and Fair Trade certifications and 
benefit from the label trademarks on international 
market.  

At the end of the year, FTTL and 3 cooperatives 
have received the FLOCERT and Organic certifi-
cations. Two other cooperatives are in the process 
of certification and should obtain their Organic 
and Fair Trade certifications in 2016.  

Training Cooperatives  
In keeping with the work conducted by FTL since 
the beginning, a growing number of cooperatives and 
small producers have benefited from different trai-
ning sessions on fair trading practices.   
In 2015, more than 500 women have participated in 
‘cooking sessions’ enabling them to improve their 
skills in traditional recipes for them to be able to par-
ticipate in events and / or find employment.  
FTL proceeded with its objective to adapt trainings 
to the partners’ expectations and to professionalize 
them. In 2015, FTL’s trainings to producers have 
tackled the following topics:  

- Hygiene and sanitary practices  
- Fair Trade Principles and values 
- Storage techniques  
- Evaluation of the production costs 
- Marketing  
- Cooking sessions  

Fair Trade Lebanon activities—key figures 
2015:  

23 group of producers are FTL’s partners 
Namely 800 beneficiaries  
Among them 1/3 are women 
85 products are sold in Lebanon in the  « Terroirs 
du Liban » shop 
8 groups of producers in North Lebanon and the 
Bekaa 
9 groups of producers in Mount Lebanon 
5 groups of producers in South Lebanon 

Products Cooperatives 

Certifications 

FLOCERT Organic 

Wine grapes Heliopolis × × 

Olives, olive oil, 
sesame, chick 
peas, lentils 

Qleyaa × × 

Zaatar (Oregano) Qawzah 
Audit  
done 

Training 

Chili paste, to-
mato paste, ket-
chup 

Wadi Taym × × 

Chili paste, chili 
powder  

Menjez Ongoing Ongoing 

FTTL (Supply, 
export) 

FTTL × × 

The TEQ guarantee  

« Transparency, Ethics and Quality » 
Upon internal reflection, Fair Trade Lebanon has 
decided to work with the cooperatives to help 
them through the certification process, at interna-
tional level, and at the national level thanks to the 
TEQ guarantee in order to meet the Lebanese con-
sumers’ needs and expectations.  

 FTL aims in this way at strenghtening the visibility 
of a guarantee that promotes transparency, ethics 
and quality in the local market through TEQ, 
launched at the end of 2015.  

This process should lead to spreading the TEQ 
guarantee among the cooperatives, via audit, moni-
toring and FTL’s support.  

 

Support to Producers 
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Market and food sector study to develop new activities  
 
In summer 2015, two new market studies have been conducted. Both studies have been carried out by FTL 
team and tackled almond and dried fruits value chains. These studies are really important for the long term 
development of FTL as it enables FTL to be more relevant in its approach with small producers and food 
processing cooperatives. Both studies have been realized in partnership with Fair Trade International.   
Realization of these studies tends to support producers, as it provide FTL and any other development stake-
holder with necessary data to shape future actions in the rural development field.  
 

New partnerships in 2015 

Support to Producers 

Name Products 
Gepa (Germany) Wine 

El Puente (Germany) Organic olive oil, Zaatar 

Eza (Austria) Chickpeas, lentils and boulgour 

Solidar’ Monde  
(France) 

Olive oil, eggplant dip, houmous 

Stop & shop (Lebanon) Olive oil, mouneh 

Storiom Saliba (Lebanon) Olive oil, mouneh 
Carrefour (Beirut) Jams, mouneh 

Fahed Supermarket (Fern 
El Shebbek) 

Olive oil, mouneh 

Fahed Supermarket 
(Rabieh - Metn) Olive oil, mouneh 

In 2015, FTL has built up on the recruitment of a salesperson for Lebanon. A communication and mar-
keting work have been achieved with Lebanese distributors (supermarkets, restaurants, caterer and hotels).  

This strategy has proven successful, namely with catering companies and restaurants which appreciate the 
quality of Lebanese Fair Trade products. During the second half of the year, three new partnerships have 
been established with large retailers by Fair Trade Lebanon, « Carrefour » in Beirut, « Fahed » in Furn el 
Shebbek and Rabieh, in Greater Beirut area. New partnerships have also been established outside Leba-
non and new orders have been placed.  

Likewise, the Fair Trade Lebanon products are now exported to Germany and Austria thanks to part-
nerships with Gepa and EZA.  A first order for « Terroirs du Liban » products has been placed by Oxfam 
Australia and negociations are being conducted with « Libero Mondo » for private labelling.  

Stand Fair Trade Lebanon at the Milan 
World Fair Trade Week exhibition — May 

2015 

Recap table of distributors partners who agreed on a partnership with FTL 
in 2015. 
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Mapping the trading partners of FTL (2015) 

1. Andqit Pro. (Andqit) 

2.  Héliopolis Cooperative (Deir el Ahmar) 

3. Women Association of Deir el Ahmar (Deir el Ahmar) 

4.  Ardouna Cooperative (Douress) 

5. Women cooperative (Fourzol) 

6. Naturalia company (Terbol) 

7. Aïn el Hariss cooperative (Aita el Foukhar) 

8. Nejmet el Sobh  cooperative (Mheidthe) 

9. Women cooperative for agrifood processing  
(Wadi el Taym) 

10. Aïn el Loz cooperative (Ain Ata) 

11. Production, processing and marketing for olive oil coopera-
tive (Qleyaa) 

12. Women cooperative for production and agrifood proces-

sing (Ain Ebel) 

13. Agriculture production cooperative (Qawzah) 

14. SME Abu Naji (Qawzah) 

15. Women cooperative for food processing and handcrafts  
(Baskinta) 

16. Al-Atayeb cooperative (Kfardebian) 

17. Family business of soap (Hsarate) 

18. Ets Organica (Kaftoun) 

19. Hafez Jreij Enterprise (Enfeh) 

20. Agriculture cooperative (Menjez) 

21. Miel du Levant (Beirut) 

22. Sultan Yaaqoub cooperative (Bekaa Ouest) 

 

 

Support to Producers 
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Started in 2014, the SOFAIR project is being a useful tool for rural development. Built on an innovative 
approach that fosters economic activity and entrepreneurship, small producers have improved their 
livelihoods thanks to a facilitated  access to market and funding.  

A serie of events in 2015 

The most significant event of 2015 was the celebration of the World Fair Trade Day at Marina Dbayeh 
(north of Beirut) on the 7th of June 2015. H.E Mr. David Hale, U.S Ambassador in Lebanon, H.E 
Michel Pharaon, Minister of Tourism and Mr. Erik Ryan, coordinator of the MEPI programme in 
Lebanon have attended the event. Mr. Bruce Crowther, initiator of the Fair Trade Towns movements 
and Ms. Hakima Moustatia, the Fair Trade International representant of Morocco were also invited and  
present at the event. 22 cooperatives took part and sold their products during this event, as more than 
1000 persons have participated in the lunch, and another 1000 visitors were present that day.  

Another two events have been implemented under the SOFAIR project, thus using its innovative 
approach: the Fair Trade Town event in Baskinta, located in Metn region in August and the Beirut 
Cooking Festival in November. More than 1500 visitors have visited FTL’s stand hosted by Sofil 

Catering, a catering partner which held a 
cooking workshop using traditional recipes using 
« Terroirs du Liban » products.  

 

 

Supporting Fair Trade products and its distribution channel 

« SOFAIR supports the beneficiaries of 22 cooperatives and small businesses for them to enhance 
their economic activity and to improve their livelihoods » 

Annual Report 2015 — Fair Trade Lebanon 

            SOFAIR Project (Sustainable Opportunities for Fair Trade Activities In Rural Areas) 

Fair Trade Lebanon’s projects 

Visit of the SOFAIR Project  stand by H.E the US ambassa-
dor in Lebanon. Mr. David Hale and the FTL President, Mr. 
Samir Abdelmalak during the World Fair Trade Day on 
June, the 7th, 2015 
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In 2015, the project has extended its distribution channel in order to maximize the sales opportunities for the 22 
trading partners. Likewise, FTL has participated in the « Fair Trade Federation Conference » in Burlington, in 
the state of Vermont in the USA, as well as in the Dortmund show in Germany, where FTL has grown its 
network of partners. This has shown successful results as a first order has been placed by Oxfam Australia, after a 
first contact established in Germany.  

Fair Trade Lebanon has increased its partnership with the French importer Solidar’Monde and his Austrian 
counterpart EZA, and both have already placed many orders.  

According to its objective, the SOFAIR project does promote local food but it also uses Fair Trade principles as 
an integrated approach, therefore ensuring respect for producers, their way of life, and their products. Likewise, 
this project uses Fair Trade as an innovative approach, to guarantee the product quality and fair working 
conditions, until the product distribution. Besides, the project develops long term partnerships with 
beneficiaries, thus emphasizing the women’s role as entrepreneurs within their community.  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Support the formulation of Women Agro-business Cooperatives, Provide Capacity Building, certification and 
marketing services            

  

During the second half of 2015, Fair Trade Lebanon has launched a new project in cooperation with UN 
Women in Akkar, funded by the Japanese cooperation, after winning a call for proposals in June 2015 for 
developing the processing activities of two women cooperatives. Both Lebanese and Syrian women from 
Khreibet el Jundi and Andqit will benefit from this project. This project aims at developing income generating 
activities in remote rural areas and to involve Syrian refugees from these areas in order to build their capacity 
and be able to go back to their country in the foreseeable future.  
The first step was to identify two women communities for them to benefit from the trainings on food processing 
techniques. These trainings also aim at making them feel confident on the viability of such process to meet their 
financial need. Both communities belong to marginalized villages of Akkar.  

FTL was able to identify the beneficiaries thanks to its local partners and the local branch of the Ministry of 
Social Affairs.  

The project’s opening has gathered more than 200 persons, civil society members and official representatives in 
October 2015, in the Municipality of Khraibet el Jundi. The project has then begun with technical and practical 
trainings in the centers of Khraibet el Jundi and Andqit.  

Annual Report 2015 — Fair Trade Lebanon 

Fair Trade Lebanon’s projects 
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Fair Trade: a tool for fighting poverty in rural areas of 
Lebanon (DROSOS)  

Since January 2013, Fair Trade Lebanon is conducting the 
project entitled:  «Fair Trade: a tool for fighting poverty in rural areas of Lebanon». Developed in part-
nership with Drosos, this initiative aims at contributing to the economic, social and cultural develop-
ment of 500 producers, with at least one third of women, located in underprivileged ruras areas of Le-
banon.  

Most activities have already been conducted by the end of 2015. The project’s team is now working on 
strenghtening the activities towards the beneficiaries regarding the 3 main axis of this project; reinfor-
cing their production capacity, raising awareness of Fair Trade’s principles and profesionalizing the 
commercial process among the cooperatives.  

During the first semester of 2015, 4 products, namely sesam, zaatar, chick-peas and lentils have been 
tracked to receive the organic certification this year. FTL’s strategy has been to guide the cooperatives 
for them to obtain the relevant certification, the Fairtrade and/or organic certification, according to 
the targeted market.   

One of the main idea of Fair Trade Lebanon in this project was to establish a network of cooperatives, 
in order to be in compliance with Fair Trade principles. This second degree cooperative should in-
clude members from the various cooperatives in the decision making process. This second degree 
cooperative has been established and aims at including all the partners by the end of the project.  

Likewise, a person in charge of the TEQ guarantee has been recruited at Fair Trade Lebanon during 
the second half of 2015 and has started to implement the guarantee process and to ensure the follow-
up on the field. So far, feedbacks from the cooperatives have been positive. Cooperatives are now 
being guided by FTL in this qualitative and responsible process to receive the guarantee for their pro-
ducts. This guarantee could be a first step to access the Fairtrade or organic certification on internatio-
nal market later on.  

 
Fair Trade, a tool for local development in rural areas in Lebanon (CCFD-AFD)  

 Phase 1 of the project conducted in collaboration with the Agence 
Française de Développement (AFD) and the Comité Catholique 
Contre la Faim et pour le Développement – Terre Solidaire (CCFD-
TS) has come to an end in December 2014. This project has provided 
support to 19 cooperatives and small family businesses namely more 
than 500 persons accross Lebanon. All the objectives have been 
reached by the end of the project.  

Likewise, an important number of partners were able to get their products certified and have benefited 
from a rise of the local demand for good quality products, thanks to the large communication cam-
paign and advocacy work towards consumers and local institutions.  

 

Fair Trade Lebanon’s projects 
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Also, thanks to the Fair Trade tool, Fair Trade Lebanon has strenghtened its role as a promoter of good local 
cuisine products and a balanced socioeconomic development in the areas of its cooperatives partners.  

It has been agreed since December 2015 that Fair Trade Lebanon will be responsible for implementing the 
phase 2 of the project. It will also last 3 years and will be implemented in close cooperation with the Fédération 
Artisans du Monde and will focus on education for youth, and awareness for the public, on the Fair Trade 
principles. An expert from the team of Fair Trade Lebanon will be trained on Fair Trade education and awa-
reness within this project. This person will participate in the first training session provided by the Fédération 
Artisans du Monde in February 2016 in Paris.  

 
An active advocacy work for a better regional representation of the Lebanese Fair Trade 
 
In line with the Fair Trade Lebanon will to outline and strenghten Fair Trade actors in the region, FTL’s gene-
ral manager, Benoit Berger and the President of the local WFTO platform, Mrs. Basima Barham have partici-
pated in the WFTO meeting. The participation to WFTO meeting and its local platform Africa/ Middle East 
aims to promote the whole Fair Trade actors in Lebanon but also from the Middle East.  

A representative from FTL has therefore participated in the General Assembly of the WFTO and WFTO Africa 
Middle East, to the convention of the Africa Middle East platform of Fair Trade International and to meetings 
from the FI-MENA office. The objective is to increase the visibiliy of the Fair Trade actors of the North Africa/ 
Middle East zone.  

 

Fair Trade Towns : Promote the Fair Trade cities and villages 

 

The Fair Trade Towns project has been launched in 2014 in order to spread the Fair Trade idea to 
citizens in an integrated local development approach. 2015 has been the year of fulfilment of this project as 
the Fair Trade Towns charters have been signed by the President of the 9 municipalities involved in this pro-
ject. 

The objective of this project entitled  "The Lebanese Fair Trade Towns" is to give to the 9 targeted vil-
lages a social, economic and cultural support. The project aims at federating the efforts and resources of each 
villages’ stakeholders, such as local authorities, schools and local residents in order to increase awareness on 
Fair Trade and sales, improve the livelihoods of small producers to remain in their region.  

 

Fair Trade Lebanon’s projects 

Annual Report 2015 — Fair Trade Lebanon 
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Now Lebanon is a pioneer in spreading the Fair Trade Towns 

On Tuesday 28th of April 2015 in the Press Syndicate office and under the patronage of the Ministry 
of State and Administrative Reform, H.E Nabil De Freij, Fair Trade Lebanon in collaboration with le Mouve-
ment Social, has held a press conference within the programme AFKAR 3 funded by the European Union 
and supervised by the Ministry of State and Administrative Reform (OMSAR). This press conference aimed 
at launching the « Fair Trade Towns in Lebanon » charter, in the presence of the President of the Syndicate, 
Aouni Al-Kaaki and two representatives respectively from the Ministry of Internal Affairs and Agriculture.  

The year 2015 has witnessed the celebration of the Fair Trade 
festival in each village partner of the project. These events aim 
at providing support to small producers and raise awareness 
on Fair Trade principles. For this occasion, the women coope-
ratives from each village have prepared a buffet for all partici-
pants, while youth have organized games and activities on  
Fair Trade. These celebrations of Fair Trade Towns happened 
jointly with the traditional village festival, thus allowing a grea-
ter mobilisation of residents and cooperatives to sell their pro-
ducts.  

 
Mheidthe located in the South Bekaa valley was the first vil-
lage to organize the « Fair Trade Towns » festival on the 7th 
of June 2015. Mr. Bruce Crowther, founder of the Fair Trade 
Towns movements came from Garstang in the United King-
dom to join the inhabitants and participants of Mheidthe for 
this celebration.  

 

 

Annual Report 2015 — Fair Trade Lebanon 

Fair Trade Lebanon’s projects 

The Fair Trade Towns festivals are a chance to share quality time 
with excellent buffet prepared by the women from each village. Here, 
at Aïn Ebel, 17th october 2015. 

Signature of the Fair Trade Towns charter by the President of 
Menjez municipality (Akkar) Mr. Georges Youssef, in the 
presence of H.E the Ministry of State for Administrative 
Reform Mr. Nabil de Frejj and the President of Fair Trade 
Lebanon, M. Samir Abdelmalak. 
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Organisation of the first edition of « Keshek Day » at the boutique « Terroirs du Liban »  
 

 

The Fair Trade Lebanon team has organized this year the 
first edition of the « Keshek Day », that aims to make 
people discover or rediscover the many traditional recipes 
using « keshek ». This was the chance to promote the pro-
duction of the cooperative of Aita el Foukhar, longstan-
ding FTL partner  for dairy products. Almost a hundred 
person have visited the boutique during the day and have 
discovered the range of products from the « Terroirs du 
Liban » brand.  

Exhibitions and events 

Participation to commercial events and promotion of products from the Lebanese terroir 

Tasting of recipes using keshek during the « Keshek day » in the 
boutique « Terroirs du Liban » in Hazmieh, on the 2nd of february 

Annual Report 2015 — Fair Trade Lebanon 

Date Events 

February Organisation of the “Keshek day” at the boutique Ter-
roirs du Liban in Hazmieh (Lebanon) 

April Show in  Milan World Fair Trade Week Exhibition and 
participation to the  WFTO General Assembly in Milan 

(Italy) 

May Food exhibition for the food processing and manufactu-
ring actors -  “Gulfood” in Dubaï (United Arab Emirates) 

August Festival of Faraya Mzaar (Keserwan - Lebanon) 

August Assembly of « Fair Trade &Friends » (Dortmund – Ger-
many) 

October Tasting at Wine & More  (Beirut – Lebanon) 

October Exhibition in Lebaa (Jezzine– Lebanon) 

November Beirut Cooking Festival (Beirut–Lebanon) 

Décember Christmas market at the French Embassy (Beirut – Leba-
non) 

Décember Christmas market of Mar Mikhaïl (Beirut – Lebanon) 

In 2015, Fair Trade Lebanon has participated in 10 commercial events, some of them running on many 
days. Beside the sales, these events are important because it gives visibility to the association for the Leba-
nese consumers.  
Following last years experience of FTL, the sales have increased as well as the reputation of the « Terroirs 
du Liban » brand, specifically towards the visitors of shows and exhibitions. Fair Trade Lebanon intends 
to continue to develop this visibility towards Lebanese consumers.  

Stand of Fair Trade Lebanon at Mzaar 
Festival in August 2015. This event has 
attracted many youth and  Lebanese 
expatriates.  

Recap chart of the commercial events that Fair Trade Lebanon have participated 
in, in 2015. 
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In 2015, Fair Trade Lebanon keeps growing and is making the distinction between Fair Trade Lebanon acti-
vities (FTL) and Fair Trade and Tourism Lebanon (FTTL), Lebanese Anonym Society (SAL) responsible for 
buying, selling and distributing Lebanese Fair Trade products on the local and international markets.  The 
FTL team has welcomed Alexandre Salha in July for the coordination of the UN Women project. The team 
is now composed of 10 full-time workers. Therese Sfeir also joined the team as a consultant providing addi-
tional support on the TEQ guarantee for the cooperatives. There’s also Joseph Nehme who’s working since 
August 2015 as a consultant for the whole structure FTL-FTTL. He takes part in the organisation and the 
development of Fair Trade Lebanon. Maya Saadé is bringing her support to Fair Trade Lebanon within the 
consultancy structure LEAD.  

In compliance with the decision Fair Trade & Tourism Lebanon took last year, the structure is now com-
pletely independent while still closely linked to FTL. Its team has grown in 2015 with the arrival of Rana 
Jkayem, administrative secretary. Candy Moukarzel who was in charge of the boutique marketing left the 
team in December 2015. Badih Maroun keeps providing support to FTTL via LEAD. By the end of 2015, 14 
persons are working for the development of fair trade within Fair Trade Lebanon and its two element, FTL et 
FTTL. 

 

Internal organisation  

Green day— Ajaltoun December 2015 
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Income statement 2015 

Financial report 

EXPENSES 

ACCOUNT DESCRIPTION 2015 2014 

6112 Consumables purchases    $     1,013.28  

6113 
Containers and packing mate-
rial purchase    $                -    

6212 Sub– contractor (trainings)        18,662.02   $   20,134.00  

  Total purchase        18,662.02   $   21,147.28  

6262 Maintenance and repairs          8,692.77   $   15,550.54  

6263 Rent & building services          5,572.95   $   13,188.04  

6265 Personal services        33,377.71   $   50,136.59  

6268 Insurance premium             323.43  $        547.80  

62695 
Other external service 
(publicite)        85,794.23   $ 177,785.01  

62699 Other external services      464,566.13   $   24,428.41  

  TOTAL External services      598,327.23   $ 281,636.39  

631 Salaries and wages      159,592.37   $ 109,387.92  

6319 Transportation         10,812.60   $     8,110.64  

635 Social security        28,715.57  $   20,030.48  

  Total personnel charges       199,120.55   $ 137,529.04  

 644-642-
645 

Registration fees, municipal tax 
and other taxes              108.18   $     1,633.96  

651-655 Depreciation and amortization        10,524.83   $   10,792.18  

673 Interests charges and others           3,215.86   $     1,689.04  

675 Losses of exchange        38,460.95  $   22,708.66  

  Total financial expenses        52,309.82   $   36,823.84  

6850 
Charges on administrative 
operations      256,732.27   $   62,825.32  

6851 Subgrants (equipements, etc)      146,502.52   $   62,679.09  

  Total      403,234.79   $125,504.41  

TOTAL CHARGES    1,271,654.41     602,640.96  

BROUGHT FORWARD -       5,764.18   $174,282.97  

       PRODUCTS 

ACCOUNT DESCRIPTION 2015 2014 

713 Services         38,000.93   $    11,392.00  

775 

Foreign currency/ 
positive diffe-
rence          75,101.21   $    17,651.55  

7880-7881 

Miscellaneous 
income and ex-
ceptional reve-
nues on ordinary 
op.     1,152,788.09  $  735,730.38  

 7882 

 Miscellaneous 
income, non 
operating                      -     $    12,150.00  

 TOTAL PRODUCTS  $1,265,890.23   $  776,923.93  
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Financial report 

Balance sheet 31 december 2015 

ASSETS 

AC-
COUNT DESCRIPTION 2015 2014 

213 
Research and development 
fees   $    12,000.00   $   13,500.00  

214 
Patents, licences, Trade 
Marks & Similars  $      4,290.31   $     4,826.60  

210 INTANGIBLE FIXED ASSETS  $   16,290.31   $  18,326.60  

224 Technical installations  $    27,077.49   $   29,974.10  

225 Transporting equipment  $      3,395.20   $     5,092.80  

226 Other tangible fixes assets  $    14,725.38   $   10,316.10  

220 TANGIBLE FIXED ASSETS  $   45,198.08   $  45,383.00  

TOTAL FIXED ASSETS  $   61,488.38   $  63,709.60  

310 
Raw materials & consu-
mable goods     $               -    

TOTAL CLOSING STOCK AND WORK 
IN PROGRESS  $                -     $               -    

409 
Advance Payments account 
Operating. supplies  $                 -     $               -    

411 Invoices    $               -    

428 
Personnel’s accounts recei-
vable    $               -    

468 
Misc. Accounts recei-
vables—operating  $  232,072.33   $   70,593.18  

471 Deferred charges  $                 -     $        131.00  

472 
Charges expected in ad-
vance  $                 -     $          53.07  

438, 428  $ 232,072.33   $  70,777.25  

510 Financial institutions      224,310.51   $ 297,173.05  

530 Cash         25,266.47   $     4,623.93  

TOTAL CURRENT ASSET  $  249,576.98   $ 301,796.98  

TOTAL ASSET   $ 543,137.70   $436,283.83  

LIABILITIES 

AC-
COUNT DESCRIPTION 2015 2014 

120 Brought forward results  $  96,981.11   $ (77,306.64) 

130 Net result   $   (5,764.18)  $ 174,287.76  

  TOTAL EQUITY  $  91,216.93   $  96,981.12  

1552 
Prov. For employee end 
of service   $    7,331.03   $     5,000.67  

150  Provisions for charges  $    7,331.03   $     5,000.67  

168 Loans and debts    $                -    

160 
LONG & MEDIUM 
TERM DEBTS  $               -     $                -    

421 
Personnel open ac-
counts  $    1,006.89   $        616.37  

431 
Accounts payable to 
social security  $    8,713.08   $     7,624.12  

431-421 FISCAL & SOCIAL DEBTS  $    9,719.97   $    8,240.48  

401 Suppliers  $  13,789.43   $   24,242.78  

441 Taxes due  $    2,201.01   $     1,498.42  

461 Misc Operating Ac- $179,638.42  $ 193,657.81  

465 
Misc. Accounts payable 
non operating - FTTL  $               -     $   23,005.46  

474 Fees to be paid  $218,802.93   $   71,381.31  

        

455-445-
465    $414,431.79   $ 313,785.79  

519 Financial institutions  $  20,437.98   $   12,275.77  

        

SHORT TERM DEBTS  $  20,437.98   $   12,275.77  

TOTAL LIABILITIES   $543,137.70   $436,283.83  
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Budget forecast for 2015  

Perspectives  

FORECAST ASSETS  

60-Purchase  $                       20,000.00  

61-External services  $                     650,000.00  

62-Other external services  $                     300,000.00  

63-Fees and taxes  $                         5,000.00  

64-Personnel charges  $                     250,000.00  

68-Depreciation charge  $                     600,000.00  

886-Grants received from donors    

Total charges  $                  1,825,000.00  
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Perspectives  

A word from the CEO: 

 Fair Trade Lebanon. FTL in short. An adventure that started almost 10 
years ago, on a challenging project, risen by a youth intern in Saint Vincent de Paul 
Society in Lebanon, Lisa Rouhban. 

A project carried and mulled over by a small group that I honour and remember:  
Joanne, Gaby, Jad and Samir, the tireless presisdent of FTL who made it a personal 
mission, a personal goal. 

For this 10th anniversary of FTL, how we could forget Artisanat Sel, this French 
importing of Fair Trade products who has first believed in this adventure  and 
whose President, Marcel Jeanson and the purchasing manager have ventured in 
Lebanon in a turmoil phase of its history and have engaged their company with 
small Lebanese producers by making their first order in January 2006. FTL owes 
them its creation !! 

Today, others have followed, importing from all Europe, who believe in FTL’s 
work, its cooperatives and small producers.   

Today, FTL has won many donors’ trust, who have supported development, pur-
chage of equipment, trainings and access to market for the small group of producers from the FTL’s network.  

A big thank you to the CCFD, to the Social Development Funds from the Institut Français, to the Agence Française de 
Développement, to the Monegasque cooperation, who were pioneers and have funded a sustainable local economic 
development, which resulted in upgrading to international standards 12 cooperatives and groups of small producers 
who are now witnessing an export of their production and increase of market share.  

A big thank you to the Swiss foundation Drosos who funded a center, one of a kind, a common services center for all 
the cooperatives, in Fourzol in the Beqaa Valley, as well as the TEQ guarantee — Transparence, Ethical, Quality, alrea-
dy available on Lebanese market.  

The major new feature in FTL’s projects was to widen its field of action in its local economic development vision, and 
to do this, involve all local stakeholders, starting with local authorities:  Fair Trade Towns are born this way, thanks to 
a project funded by the European Union and supervised by the Ministry of State for Administrative Reform, OMSAR.  

And because Syrian refugees became a reality—economic, social and human—FTL has engaged in, with partners such as 
Mouvement Social and Mada, working towards host communities for a better layout for both communities to benefit 
from it.   

How not to mention the last running project, with US-MEPI (Middle East Partnership Initiative) who has chosen FTL 
and its partner « Rural Delights » for a project called SOFAIR, which aims at marketing products in the USA and Gulf 
countries.  

FTL has received many sympathy anf support from partners, sponsors, donors and clients. I express my gratitude to all. 

And if FTL has grown, it’s first of all thanks to all team member who, despite their differences, are all driven by the 
same passion, fairness, freedom and work performance.  

To this team— veteran, old and new member — you are the pride of FTL and its reason for success. Thank you.  

 

Philippe Adaimé 

Director treasurer  
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